One-Click Reporting Has Arrived

FINALLY, REPORTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Practice Pilot takes a comprehensive look at your financial, referral and insurance data using real-time charting and graphing tools. These tools allow you to closely monitor and track trends related to the core aspects of your practice.
COLLECTIONS

See your practices adjustments, production, and collections visually in a one-click fashion whether you are a single practitioner or a multi-doctor / multi-office provider. View your collection ratios with easy to understand color charts. See extensive trending, month-over-month, by demonstrating top procedure codes, providers, and even their performance within your various office locations and by individual providers – whenever you are ready to see it.

INSURANCE TRACKER

The Insurance tracker analysis module allows you to compare what your carriers are paying you each month. You can track both D and M codes by Carrier or even drill down to a specific Plan. In one quick glance you can look at your top carriers and compare what each pays for a particular procedure. This Module also provides important information practices can use to negotiate better pricing with your insurance carriers. With insurance making up such a large part of your business this module is a must for the progressive practice manager.

OFFICE PERFORMANCE

See which procedures you perform within your offices month-by-month throughout the year, or even view the prior year’s performances. This allows you to plan ahead and know when you need proper staffing and also assists with supply management. Understand where your business is being conducted and when.

PROCEDURES

The Practice Pilot gives you a unique and customized way of visualizing the top procedures being produced throughout your practice, by individual provider, or by the referral that sent them. The Pilot helps you understand these codes through trending by the dollar amounts, the amount of procedures produced, or even by patient counts associated. Immediately see increases or decreases of procedures being produced within your practice.

The Practice Pilot was designed to demonstrate key data points specific to the success of your practice in a visual manner within the CS WinOMS software. The Practice Pilot runs separate but is able to manipulate the data within the CS WinOMS database. The Practice Pilot continually mines your data so you have the most current information at your fingers to make the key decisions necessary to grow your practice – when it matters.
This product continues to amaze me. Information that would normally take days/weeks to assemble, can now be accomplished with a few clicks of the mouse. I continue to be impressed with the simplicity of the product compared to the deep level of information you can extract. My doctors find the graphs much easier to digest than a page of black/white numbers only.
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Hardware Requirements

Your computer must have the following minimum capabilities:

Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

32 and 64 bit versions of Windows

Microsoft .NET 4.0 Client

1 GHz processor

50 megabytes minimum free disk space

1 gigabyte minimum of memory